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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
For reasons of safety, glassware must NOT be taken into any part of the
auditorium.
Latecomers will be admitted at the first convenient moment provided that
no interruption or distraction to the performers might be caused.
All gangways, passageways and stairways must be kept free from
obstruction. Persons are not permitted to sit or stand in any gangway.
The taking of photographs and the making of sound and/or visual
recordings in the auditorium are not permitted.
An infra-red hearing assistance system is available in the auditorium but
not in the Coward Room. Personal systems with a T-switch will require an
additional unit available in the foyer. 'In ear' headsets are also available.
Wheelchair positions are available in both stalls and the balcony. The Box
Office Manager will be happy to discuss your requirements.
TTC Ltd, as managers of the theatre, reserves the right to refuse admission
and to make alterations to the programme and cast without notice.

Director’s Notes
The Winter’s Tale is one of Shakespeare’s later plays, believed to have
been written in 1610/11 and first published in the First Folio of 1623.
The play has been grouped among Shakespeare’s comedies although
others consider the play to be one of his late romances. Some critics
classify the play as a ‘problem play’ in that the first three acts are filled
with intense psychological drama whereas the last two acts are much
lighter, comedic and end on a happy note. The first part of the play, and
indeed the last act, take place in the formal Sicilian court of King Leontes
which contrasts with the fourth act which is set in the rural Bohemian
Kingdom ruled by Polixenes.
However, when interpreting the play’s main locations in Sicilia and
Bohemia, I have veered more toward romance and mythology rather
than the literal places indicated on maps. After all, if Bohemia is part of
present-day Czech Republic, there would be no coastline for a
shipwreck. Hence, with a degree of artistic licence, my vision of Sicilia
has been transformed into the lakes and mountains of Northern Italy
while, in contrast, my Bohemia has been converted into an imaginary
sunny Mediterranean coastal paradise - think Greek islands.
There then came the question of time and in which period to set the
play. However, any play with the word ‘tale’ in the title would surely
suggest the content is of a simple classical story, an ‘old wives tale’ or
fairy story, not intended to be realistic and offering the promise of a
happy ending. Shakespeare’s tale may have been inspired by a 1590
play in which a storyteller weaves ‘a merry winter’s tale’ of a missing
daughter. In Shakespeare’s version, the merry tale becomes a sad tale
with Mamillius, the royal heir, warning that ‘a sad tale’s best for winter’
and indeed Mamillius is soon to die over a broken heart for the injustice
to his mother. Therefore, in the spirit of story-telling, my Bohemia is
lyrical and pastoral, full of music, dance and poetry – a world which is
rural and romantic.
This romantic theme is also present in my vision of Sicilia, now located
amongst the lakes and mountains of Northern Italy, set in the regency

period of the romantic poets such as Byron and Shelley who frequented
this part of Italy. Mary Shelley was no doubt inspired by the dramatic
landscape of the lakes and brooding mountains to write her dark gothic
novel Frankenstein. I am also conscious that her mother, Mary
Wollstonecraft, was a pioneer of women’s rights with characteristics I
see in the character of Hermoine’s protective friend Paulina. The
regency period, like The Winter’s Tale, was also a period of conflict with
the background of the Napoleonic wars. In my interpretation I see the
military colours of Sicilia as blue and that of Bohemia as green.
For me this Shakespeare play is unique in that it takes four elements of
theatrical drama – tragedy, comedy, pastoral and finally a fairy story. So
please sit back and immerse yourself into the words and fantastical
story of The Winter’s Tale.
Michelle Hood

Synopsis
King Leontes of Sicilia has invited his childhood friend, King Polixenes
of Bohemia, to visit him in Sicilia. Leontes tries to persuade Polixenes to
extend his visit but Polixenes feels a stay lasting nine months is already
too long to be away from his kingdom. However, Leontes’s pregnant
wife, Hermione, pleads with Polixenes to stay a little longer to which he
agrees. Leontes, meanwhile, has become possessed with jealousy convinced that Polixenes and Hermione are having an affair - and orders
his loyal retainer, Camillo, to poison the Bohemian king. Instead, Camillo
warns Polixenes about the jealousy and suspicions of Leontes and the
two men flee.
Furious at their escape, Leontes accuses his wife of infidelity and
declares that the child she is bearing must be Polixenes’s. He therefore
imprisons Hermoine, but decides to ask The Oracle of Delphi to confirm
his suspicions. Meanwhile, the queen gives birth to a girl, and her loyal
friend Paulina brings the baby to the king, hoping that the sight of the
new-born will soften his heart. He only grows angrier and orders

Paulina's husband, Lord Antigonus, to take the child and abandon it in a
far-away place. While Antigonus is gone, the answer comes from Delphi
that Hermione and Polixenes are innocent. As this news is revealed,
word comes that Leontes's son, Mamillius, has died of a wasting
sickness brought on by the accusations against his mother. Hermione
faints and is taken away by Paulina, who subsequently reports the
queen's death to her heartbroken and repentant husband.
Meanwhile, Antigonus leaves Sicily with the baby girl and abandons her
on the coast of Bohemia. Antigonus is subsequently killed by a bear and
thereafter the baby, named Perdita, is raised by a kindly Shepherdess.
Sixteen years then pass………
Perdita has now blossomed into a young lady and has caught the eye of
Prince Florizel, the son of King Polixenes of Bohemia. Florizel and
Perdita, now in love, are to be betrothed at a sheepshearing contest,
unaware that they are being watched by her father Polixenes and
Camillo – both in disguise. Then Polixenes takes off his disguise and
orders his son Florizel never to see the Shepherdess's daughter again.
However, with the help of Camillo, Florizel and Perdita set sail to Sicilia,
after using the clothes of a local rogue, Autolycus, as a disguise. They are
joined in their voyage by the Shepherdess and her son, Peter.
Meanwhile, in Sicilia, Leontes is still in mourning for Hermoine.
Nevertheless, he greets the son of his old friend Polixenes with
kindness. Florizel pretends to be on a diplomatic mission from his
father, but his true identity is revealed when Polixenes and Camillo then
arrive in Sicilia. The truth is then explained and the Shepherdess tells
her story of how Perdita was found. Leontes finally realises that Perdita
is his daughter which leads to general rejoicing. The entire company
then retreat to Paulina's country house where a statue of Hermione has
recently been finished.
(SPOILER ALERT - READ NO MORE!)

Scenes
Act 1
Scene 1

Antechamber in Leontes’ Palace

Scene 2

Room of State at Leontes’ Palace
Act 2

Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3

Room in Leontes’ Palace
Prison
Room in Leontes’ Palace
Act 3

Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3

Sea port in Sicilia
Court of Justice
In the countryside of Bohemia
Interval
Act 4

Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3
Scene 4

TIME
Palace of Polixenes - Bohemia
A road near the Shepherdess’s Cottage
Outside the Shepherdess’s Cottage
Act 5

Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3

Leontes’ Palace
Outside Leontes’ Palace
Chapel in Paulina’s house
Warning

There is strobe lighting, loud noises, some bawdy dancing and a fog
machine.
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Cast Biographies

Archidamus,
Lord, Dorcas
Jo Hayes

Jo Hayes has been involved in amateur theatre
productions for many years, having performed in the
Christmas panto twice with TTC (oh yes she did!).
With a passion for Shakespeare since a young
age, Jo could not pass on the chance to audition
for The Winter's Tale. Having studied Drama and
French at university, she was already familiar with
the play and was thrilled to be offered various
speaking parts in this exciting production. She cannot
wait to tread the boards with TTC once more.

Matt has played many roles including a northern
truck driver, cross-dressing soldier, Beyonceimpersonating panto dame, gloomy old monk and a
suicidal medieval man at arms. Most recently, he
played sociopath Frederick Clegg in The Collector
who kidnaps a girl and locks her in a cellar. Matt
would like to reassure the audience that none of
these roes involved any form of typecasting. Playing
the role of Camillo offers Matt a different challenge as
Camillo is a likeable nobleman who faces a choice
between blind obedience and doing the right thing.
Outside of the theatre, Matt is a keen doodler, writer,
computer programmer, joke writer and cricket
coach.

Polixenes

Chris Mounsey

Camillo

Matt O'Toole

After a decade in Edinburgh doing various roles and
responsibilities such as producer and lighting, Chris
Mounsey now tarts himself around many of West
London’s finest amateur dramatics societies—
including RSS, Barnes CP, St Michael’s Chiswick, PAT
and, of course, TTC - with this being his 46th role in
the last 20 years. Chris has carved a niche in the
rarefied role of slightly drunk posh chap or, on rarer
occasions, aggressive working-class Welsh man. As
Polixenes, Chris likes to think he embodies the suave,
kingly end of the general Winter’s Tale madness…

RSS@YHG, RSS@MWT, OHADS@HHT, RSS@OT,
RHACC, EP, SLT, Q2P@TNA, and now back with
TTC@HHT: Neelaksh is collecting ever more
acronyms on his unanticipated Grand Tour of
performance spaces. His previous TTC attempts at
Shakespeare include All’s Well That Ends Well (2012)
and Much Ado About Nothing (2015). After recent
roles heavy on singing, dancing, playing, fighting,
skating, miming and dying (oh, *so* much dying…),
Neelaksh is happy that director Michelle is letting
him ‘just’ talk for a change…

Hermione
Alana Wren

Leontes

Neelaksh
Sadhoo

Alana has been a member of TTC for some years,
having appeared in productions as diverse as Tom
Stoppard’s Arcadia and the musical Rent. Alana’s
experience is gained from both amateur and
professional theatre and roles include Cecily in The
Importance of Being Earnest, Bianca in The Taming of
the Shrew and Hermia in A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Alana is excited to be playing the part of Hermione in
The Winter’s Tale.

Toby attends Chadsworth Stage School for weekly
individual lessons and recently took part in their Arts
Awards event where he recited Shakespeare's Puck.
He achieved a distinction in his LAMDA Grade 2 Prose
and recently took his LAMDA and Trinity Grade 3
Acting exam.

Mamillius

Toby Ewen

Mamillius
Amelia

Beresford

Amelia attends Chadsworth Stage School in Claygate
and loves drama, singing and dancing. She has
previously appeared as the lead, Artaban, in The Late
Wise Man, and has taken part in several productions
in Garrick’s Temple to Shakespeare. Last year, she
was a junior drama finalist at The British Arts Awards
in London.

This is Susan's sixth outing on the TTC stage,
following a strange procession of roles. She played
an American actress in 84 Charing Cross Road and an
American cougar in Alfie, although the public
tragically never saw this, as she literally broke her leg
a week before opening! Susan has also played an
uptight 1920s American doctor's wife in The Cat’s
Meow, a Brooklyn housewife in A View from the
Bridge (notice a theme?), an uptight English
townswoman in The Ruling Class and now both a lady
and a wench!

Emilia, Lady in
Waiting, Rural
Woman
Liz Williams

Mopsa, Lady in
Waiting
Susan Gerlach

The Winter’s Tale is Liz’s first Shakespearean
adventure on stage and she is very excited to be
involved in this fascinating play of two halves. More
used to contemporary drama, in recent years she has
performed with TTC in both Too Long an Autumn and
The Matchgirls. For OHADs she performed in The
River, for RSS she was in Tom and Viv and for Park
Players Liz was in Absent Friends, The Problem and A
Bunch of Amateurs. Prior to this, Liz enjoyed various
roles at a non-professional, suburban theatre in
Chicago and was involved with The Rose Plus Players
at The Rose Theatre in Kingston.

This is Darren’s first performance with TTC. Most
recently he played Inspector Davies in SMDG’s
performance of Something to Hide and with RSS he
played the part of Boris in The Seagull. Darren began
his acting career with N.Y.M.T in 1985 with a
production of Jack Spratt V.C winning the Edinburgh Antigonus, Rural
Fringe. Since then he has toured with various theatre
Servant, Lord
groups. Theatre credits include Prosecutor (Trial of Darren Mcilroy
Mussolini) Hamlet (Hamlet), Oliver Cromwell (History
of Old Town), John Proctor (The Crucible), Macbeth
(Macbeth) The husband (La Ronde), Ernest (The
Importance of Being Earnest) and Friar Lawrence
(Romeo and Juliet). Currently Darren works at a
school for autism in Hillingdon, teaching performing
arts, horticulture and decorating skills.

Paulina

Dionne King

Dionne last appeared on the HHT stage in OHADS' The
Real Inspector Hound and her last production with
TTC was in John Buckingham's Jerusalem. Previous
roles have included Goneril in King Lear, Portia in The
Merchant of Venice and Lady Macbeth - all with RSS.
She is delighted to have been cast as Paulina in The
Winter's Tale' and is looking forward to performing in
such an emotional play.

Luke has previously appeared in The Cat’s Meow for
TTC in 2017. He is a regular actor with several local
companies. Within the last year he has appeared in
Joking Apart for RSS and The Real inspector Hound for
OHADS. He next takes to the Hampton Hill stage in
March as part of an independent production of The
Dresser.

Gaoler, Rural
Man
Luke Daxon

Court Servant,
Rural Man

Eilish has been in many different productions over
the years and has been a Scots girl, a rabbit, a ferret
and a six-foot dwarf. In her spare time when not
treading the boards, she is a primary school teacher.
Eilish is enjoying being in The Winter’s Tale as the last
time she was involved in a play by the Bard she was
eight years old and played Cobweb in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.

Eilish Langham

This is Zoe’s first sojourn with Shakespeare and she
feels that she couldn’t be in safer hands. Zoe has
enjoyed the whole experience of getting to grips with
the language and plot twists of The Winter’s
Tale. Other TTC outings have included The
Matchgirls, Under Milk Wood, Too Long an
Autumn, Billy Liar and Cinderella. She also enjoys
being silly with improvisation group ‘Rose Runners’,
which is an offshoot of Kingston’s Rose Players.

Cleomenes,
Lord, Rural
Woman

Zoe Arden

Dion, Lord,
Rural Woman
Jenny Hazell

Jenny Hazell is a new member of TTC. She is very
much enjoying the family feeling of this cast and
production. Jenny is familiar with Shakespeare
having played Juliet in Thorpe Players’ production of
Romeo and Juliet and Lady Macbeth in Young Staines
Players’ production of Macbeth. She is excited to be a
part of the dancing in TTCs production of The Winter’s
Tale, having choreographed extensively for shows
such as Once upon a Time and Beauty and the Beast.

Susan has been a long-standing member of TTC and
performed in many productions including Death and
the Maiden, Long Day’s Journey into Night, Extremities,
Simpatico, King Lear, After Mrs Rochester,
Communicating Doors, The Cherry Orchard and The
Night of the Iguana. Elsewhere she has been seen in
Boeing Boeing, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, The
Homecoming, Kindertransport, Night Must Fall and
most recently, Something to Hide for Saint Mary's
Players. She is delighted to be working with Michelle
again in her first Shakespeare in ages - and is having
fun with her rustic character after playing three posh
ladies in a row.

Son of
Shepherdess –
Pe’er
Nicola Doble

Shepherdess
Susan Reoch

Nicola last acted with TTC some five years ago,
playing Hannah Jarvis in Arcadia, a text she still
quotes regularly in (maths) lessons. More recently
she has worked with RSS and Wild Duck Theatre, with
favourite roles including Regan in King Lear, Gretchen
in Boeing Boeing and Mrs Appleyard in Picnic at
Hanging Rock. Nicola has been in a production of The
Winter’s Tale before (more than 20 years ago) and is
enjoying experiencing the play from the perspective
of a decidedly different character.

Fran is a relatively new member of TTC and this is her
first performance for TTC on the main stage
(previously she appeared in After Electra in the
Studio). Fran is also a member of Richmond
Shakespeare Society and Q2 Players. She has been
involved in local drama for many years and she feels
‘Time’ is an appropriate role for her.

Time, Mariner

Fran Billington

Autolycus
Steve Webb

Steve has been a member of TTC for six years and has
been in six productions within that time, whilst
simultaneously getting his Masters in Playwriting.
His tutor was April de Angelis, with whom he got on
well, albeit after a shaky first meeting. Steve has
always wanted to play Fagin and he believes that
Autolycus comes pretty damn close. He promises not
to steal your wallet in the bar…

This is Charlie's second production with TTC. He
studied a Performing Arts BTEC at Brooklands
College, Weybridge and also attended a four week
summer course with the National Youth Theatre.
Charlie’s credits include; Dick and Dowey in J.M
Barrie’s Echoes of the War here at TTC, Martin in
Citizenship at Watermans Theatre, Gibbs in Harold
Pinter's The Hothouse and various roles in Craig
Taylor's One Million Tiny Plays About Britain.

Perdita

Melissa Paris

Florizel
Charlie Higgs

After graduating in Archaeology and Classical History
Melissa spent a year at Drama Studio London. Her
previous theatre credits include Angeline Sauve in Les
Belles-Soeurs, Sonya in Uncle Vanya and Susan
Treherne in Plenty. Her most recent theatre role was
Desdemona in Othello at the Moors Bar and Theatre
in North London. She has appeared in numerous
short films that have been submitted for film festivals
around the world. Melissa has previously performed
as a jazz/contemporary dancer in London. She has
thoroughly enjoyed getting back into Shakespeare
performances with this, her first TTC production.

Production Team Biographies
Director
Michelle has been involved with TTC for over 20 years. She is active
as both a director and performer. Her direction credits include
Private Lives, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, The Wizard of Oz,
After Mrs Rochester, We Happy Few and The Secret Garden. As an
actor, she has performed in Voyage Round My Father, Albert Nobbs,
Seal Wife, Women of Troy, The Chalk Garden, Hay Fever, Disney’s
Beauty and the Beast and After Electra. Recently, Michelle directed
Larkin With Women for Richmond Shakespeare Society and Oh What
A Lovely War for Barnes Community Players. Michelle is enjoying
immensely her current journey into the world of Shakespeare. She
trained at the Guilford School of Drama and worked as a professional
actress for many years. She now runs her own stage school, based in
Claygate, Surrey and has also been Artistic Director at TTC.
Michelle Hood

Assistant Director
Cath has been a member of TTC for longer than she cares to admit
and can quite often be seen front of house behind the bar or checking
tickets as well as on stage. She has several directing credits to her
name and is pleased to be assisting Michelle with The Winter's Tale
having recently performed the same role at RSS for Twelfth Night.
Cath Messum

Production Manager
This is Juliette’s second time as Production Manager, having coproduced The Matchgirls. She is very much enjoying working with
such a large cast and alongside such a creative director. Juliette has
been involved with TTC for five years, during which she has
performed on stage as Mrs Pyke in Dad’s Army and as a Kingfisher in
The Snow Queen. Juliette has also supported backstage, undertaking
Props and acting as Assistant Stage Manager for The Matchgirls.

Juliette Sexton

Composer and Musical Director
Will has had a long association with Hampton Hill Theatre, having
been asked to supply original incidental music for numerous plays.
Will Williams

He has been MD for several Christmas shows and wrote the lyrics and
music for A Christmas Carol in collaboration with Ken Mason. To date,
this production has proved the most challenging in composing not
strictly in the Elizabethan mode but to reflect that period; bearing in
mind that the music is, after all, only incidental to the play.
Choreographer
Sophie has been a TTC member for many years and has acted in many
productions - she was last seen on stage playing the part of Mimi in
the musical Rent. As well as acting, Sophie has been involved with
directing plays, including TTC productions Blackbird and The
Collector, both performed in the studio. In the main house, she
recently directed the YAT production of Big The Musical. She also
provided the choreography for Big as well as for the YAT production
of Into The Woods.
Sophie Hardie

Fiona Auty Set

Designer
Fiona joined TTC to design and build the 2015 panto – yes it’s behind
you – well it is now! Having been lured in, she created sets for main
stage and studio shows including The Matchgirls, Breadcrumbs, Jeeves
and Wooster in Perfect Nonsense and The Collector. She recently won
a Swan award for her set for The Wind in the Willows. This will be her
15th set and her first Shakespeare. Fiona loves anything creative – in
her spare time she is a potter, dress maker, prop builder, renovator
of furniture, decorator and crafter – oh and has a proper full-time job.
Stage Manager
Harri has staged managed and assistant stage managed many
shows at Hampton Hill Theatre in the last year and is especially
looking forward to The Winter’s Tale. Her most recent shows include
The Matchgirls, Regina Monologues/ Ladies in Waiting and A Bunch of
Amateurs with Park Players for their 50 year celebratory
production. She has also spent time on stage performing in A Night of
Dark Intent and Pravda: A Fleet Street Comedy.
Harri Osborne

Costumes
Mags’ first show with TTC was The Secret Garden, also directed by
Michelle, although she was treading the boards then. She has worked
on a wide variety of shows at TTC, studio three-hand dramas to large
Christmas panto productions and is really excited to be working with
a historical theme on The Winter’s Tale. Mags would like to remind
everyone that as ever, she is not a one-woman band; the wardrobe is
a team of people all using their expertise to create complementary
costumes.
Mags Wrightson

Lighting Designer
Gary has been a member of TTC’s backstage team since 1997 and over
the years has lit many shows including One Flew over the Cuckoo's
Nest, Cabaret, Stags and Hens, Be My Baby, Albert Make Us Laugh, A
Christmas Carol and Peter Pan. More recently he has designed the
lighting for My Boy Jack, Dick Barton Special Agent, Cinderella, The
Turn of the Screw, A Month of Sunday’s, The Matchgirls and Jeeves and
Wooster in Perfect Nonsense.
Gary Stevenson

Sound Designer
John is a member of several local groups, both singing and acting as
well as designing/ operating sound for shows. His success in Tosca
and Midsummer Night’s Dream as a teenager kicked off more than 59
years of singing and acting across a broad range of musical genres.
John has played tenor and baritone leads in the G&S operettas and
has been nominated for Arts Richmond Swan Awards for his
performances of Scrooge in Christmas Carol, Corcoran in HMS
Pinafore and Colonel Calvert in Patience, as well as winning sound
and design awards.
John Pyle

Sound Operator
Malcolm has been associated with TTC since the days before
Hampton Hill Theatre, when the club existed in the ballroom of
Hampton Court House. His first venture on to the stage was as the
Sheriff in Bus Stop, followed by many other roles, most memorably as
a very frightening Bill Sykes in Oliver. When not acting, he interests
himself in lighting other productions. Once HHT was opened, he
Malcolm Maclenan

became a full member of TTC and has since been involved with
lighting many productions at the theatre.
Props
Claudia is a relatively new member of TTC. She worked on The
Matchgirls as an Assistant Stage Manager and with the costume team
on Jeeves and Wooster in Perfect Nonsense. She is delighted to be
taking the lead on props for The Winter’s Tale.
Claudia Mower

Photography
Sarah joined Teddington Theatre Club back in 2010 and made her
acting debut as a ‘glamorous' Pinhead and Irish Nurse in The Elephant
Man. Since then, Sarah has mainly contributed to the theatre through
her love of photography and has worked on several productions
including Privates on Parade, The Rise and Fall of Little
Voice, Equus, Breaking the Code, Rent and Pink Mist. She was also
Assistant Director on A View from the Bridge and
Production Manager on The Collector.
Sarah J Carter
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Lilies on the Land
By the Lions part

God speed the plough and the women who drives it
Sun 3 Mar – Sat 9 Mar 2019
Coward Studio

Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune
By Terrence McNally
The Tony-nominated romantic comedy for everyone who doesn’t like romantic comedies

Sun 5 May – Sat 11 May 2019
Coward Studio

For up-to-date information on TTC and the Theatre, and to book tickets
online, please check our website: www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk
Postal bookings are accepted on publication of the booking form.
Telephone enquires open two weeks before each production.
Call: 0845 838 7529 (Open Monday to Saturday 1.00pm to 8.00pm)
To enjoy good theatre locally, join TTC today. It is easy to join as an audience
member, or as a full performing and technical member.
Teddington Theatre Club is a Club Theatre open to members and their guests.
Each month, details of forthcoming productions are mailed to each member
together with Theatre, our club magazine and newsletter.
All are encouraged to help with Front of House, Bar and Marketing activities
of the Club and Theatre. To find out more please visit our website
www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk or call our Membership Secretary on
020 8287 2663 or complete one of the forms you can find in the Foyer.

